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Abstract
This paper proposes a new system building (in particular, tool
building) approach, which we call Transformation-Driven Architecture (TDA). The basic elements used in this architecture are
model transformations, interface metamodels with corresponding
engines, and event/command mechanism. The implementation of
the UNDO functionality in TDA is also sketched in this paper.
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1. Introduction
The increasing popularity of domain-specific languages influenced
the appearance of metamodel-based tools such as MetaEdit+ [1],
Eclipse GMF [2], AToM3 [3], Microsoft DSL Tools [4], DiaGen/DiaMeta [5], Pounamu [6], Marama [7], METAclipse [8], and
GrTP [9]. Usually, the interaction between the domain and the presentation model is the cornerstone of such tools. The link between
these two models may be established by static-mapping approach
or by model transformations. However, presentation model is not
yet the end product that can be shown to the user. This model should
be processed by some engine and displayed in the appropriate form
(for instance, as a diagram) to the user. Thus, we get the structure
shown in Fig. 1.
According to the Model-View-Controller (MVC) [10] architectural pattern, the domain can be viewed as a model, the presentation — as a view, and the processes that map them — as a controller. If the model and the presentation do not communicate directly, but by means of model transformations, the analogy with
the Three-tier-architecture [11] can be noticed. The model corresponds to the data tier, the presentation — to the presentation tier,
and the transformations — to the application (or logic) tier. Some
other analogies with the Three-tier architecture may also be noticed
(see triple-lines in Fig. 1).
In this paper we will go further. The structure from Fig. 1
can be extended by adding additional presentation metamodels
and the corresponding engines. The logic that links the domain
with all the presentations can be implemented by means of model
transformations. In this way a new system building approach arises,
which we call Transformation-Driven Architecture (TDA).
The following differences between TDA and the approaches
used in the abovementioned tools could be realized. Most of the
tools have only one presentation that is handled globally by the
platform. TDA, in its turn, allows using several different presentations, and each of them can be handled independently by the corresponding engine. Another difference is the wide usage of model
transformations in TDA. Transformations can be used not only for
linking the domain to one or more presentations, but also for exchanging data between different presentations.
TDA allows transformations to communicate with engines by
means of commands and events. Commands are used when engines

are called by transformations, while events are used when transformations are called by engines. This differs from the approach used
in METAclipse [8], where only events1 are used: when some presentation event occurs, the platform creates the corresponding object X in the repository and calls the transformation. The transformation may return certain kind of information back to the platform
through the same object X. In this approach the transformation is
not able to access the platform’s functionality directly: it has to use
the object X. TDA doesn’t have this limitation since both events
and commands are used. Not only engines may call transformations, but also transformations are allowed to call engines, which,
in their turn, may call other transformations, and so on.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section lists some
assumptions setting the background for the explanation of the TDA.
Sect. 3 depicts the idea of the TDA and explains the collaboration
between transformations and engines. Sect. 4 sketches the solution
for implementing the UNDO functionality being a certain issue,
which is not implemented (or implemented by storing/loading the
model, which is slow) in some tools. In TDA this problem becomes
more complicated since not only transformations but also engines
have to undo their actions. Although we don’t present the whole
solution here, we show that the UNDO implementation is possible
in TDA. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this paper.

2. Technical Assumptions for TDA
In this section we list some technical assumptions setting the background for the TDA. The assumptions are as follows.
• The data is stored in some repository (like EMF [12], JGraLab

[13] or Sesame [14]) with fixed API (Application Programming
Interface).
Motivation. Fixed API simplifies the way of accessing the
repository by engines or by transformations. Fixed API is
needed also for UNDO implementation.
• The API of the repository should be available for one or more
high-level programming languages (such as C++ or Java), in
which presentation engines will be written.
Motivation. This allows the engines to be able to exchange the
data with transformations through the repository.
• Model transformations may be written in any language (for instance, any textual language from the Lx family [15] or the
graphical language MOLA may be used [16]). However, the
transformation compiler/interpreter should use the same repository API as the engines.
Motivation. This will simplify the UNDO implementation.
• When a transformation is called, its behavior depends only on
the data stored in the repository.
Motivation. This will also simplify the UNDO implementation.
1 They

are called “commands” in METAclipse, while in our context they
play the role of events.

Figure 1. The chain between the end user presentation and the domain. Triple-lines show relations to the three-tier architecture.

If the transformations needs some internal variables, these variables may be stored in the repository as well.
• The metamodels do not change at runtime. All the changes in
the repository are at the instance-level.
Motivation. This is a simplification only. The changes at the
metamodel-level can be considered in the same way as changes
at the instance-level, if needed.
• Only one repository is used. Interaction between different
repositories as well as distributed data storage are not considered.
Motivation. This is also a simplification. A transparent superAPI over different/distributed repositories may be defined, if
needed.
• Only one module (transformation or engine) is allowed to access the repository at the same time. Concurrency and locking
issues are not considered.
Motivation. On the one hand, concurrency and locking issues
are complex enough and require separate research. On the other
hand, most metamodel-based tools don’t have concurrent access to the repository, and, usually, it is not so essential.

3.

The Transformation-Driven Architecture

Fig. 2 shows a sample system that depicts the essence of the TDA.
The cloud in the center is the system metamodel that may be
divided into several parts. In our example, one can notice parts
called “Domain metamodel” and “Presentation metamodel”. The
presentation metamodel has the corresponding engine, and, in fact,
the whole chain from Fig. 1 can be found also in Fig. 2. There
are also other presentation metamodels (the dialog metamodel, the
database metamodel and the XML metamodel in our example) with
their engines. Each presentation metamodel can be considered as an
interface metamodel for the corresponding engine.
Let’s call the remaining part of the system metamodel (to which
the class “Command” belongs) the core part. The five parts mentioned above are linked to this core part, thus complementing it. The
core part also has its own engine called “Head engine”. The head
engine may be considered as an “operating system” (OS), and the
other engines as device drivers. The real functionality is performed
by model transformations that may be considered as programs.
3.1

How Does the System Work

In the beginning the control is gained by the head engine. It constructs the main window, where the user can open an existing
project or create a new one. In the first case the data is simply
loaded to the repository. In the second case the head engine calls
the corresponding transformation that fills the repository with some
initial data.
When the project has been initialized, each engine may generate
events, and the corresponding transformation being able to handle
this event is executed. Before calling the transformation, the engine

in which the event occurs creates an instance of the corresponding
“Event” subclass. The properties (attributes and links) of this instance may be considered as arguments for the transformation.
While events are used to call transformations from engines,
commands are used for the opposite direction — to call engines
from transformations. When there is a need to call an engine, the
transformation creates a command and asks the head engine to
execute this command like a program may call an OS function to
get access to some device. The head engine determines which of
the engines must be called and passes the control to it. That is like
the OS passes the control to the corresponding device driver.
Each command is an instance of some “Command” subclass.
For example, a command for the Presentation Engine may be of the
type “PresentationCommand”. The presentation engine may have
several command types that are descendants of the class “Command” and that belong to the presentation metamodel, so the appropriate type must be selected and the instance created (see also
[9]).
In order to execute the given command, the head engine checks
the type of the corresponding instance and determines the part of
the metamodel to which it belongs. After that the corresponding
engine is called.
While a command is being executed, events may be created
and transformations may be called. These transformations may also
create commands. While existing commands are being executed,
new commands have to be managed correctly. Thus, the appropriate
data structure is required to store the commands. We call it the
command queue, however, in reality it is a hybrid of the queue and
the stack.
3.2 The Command Queue
Assume that during execution of some command other commands
are not created. In this case the command queue is a real queue. Let
there be a fictive command EOC (“End of Commands”) denoting
the end of the command queue (EOC is the command after the last
real command). We assume there is a pointer to this EOC instance.
When a transformation needs to add a command, it finds the EOC
and inserts the new command just before the EOC by creating
the corresponding “previous”/“next” links. When the head engine
processes the queue, it finds the first command and executes the
commands starting from the first until the EOC is reached.
However, if execution of a command creates other commands,
the new commands should not be added to the end of the queue.
Fig. 3(a) depicts the point. Assume that during the execution of
command A the transformation, which adds additional commands
A1 and A2 , is called. A is still being executed. So, A1 and A2
should be considered as parts of A. Thus, A1 and A2 have to be
executed before B, not after C as it would be if A1 and A2 were
added just before the EOC.
In order to solve this problem, we modify the command queue
slightly. Before starting to execute A, it is replaced by EOC, and

Figure 2. An example revealing the essence of the Transformation-Driven Architecture.
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Figure 3. (a) A sample command queue. (b)–(c) While processing
command A two more commands are added — A1 and A2 .
the EOC pointer is moved to this new EOC. Now, we can execute
A. If new commands need to be added, they are added before the
just created EOC, and, thus, also before B (see Fig. 3(b) and (c)).
So, the command queue is actually a stack of queues, where the
queues are separated by EOCs (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4. The structure of the command queue (the “stack of
queues”).

4. The Implementation of UNDO
An important question arises whether it is possible to implement
the UNDO functionality in TDA. It is worth to note that during
the UNDO not only a) the actions performed by transformations
have to be undone, but also b) the engines must be returned to the
corresponding states.
The answer to the question just mentioned is “Yes”. The problem a) can be solved by accessing the repository through the proxy
that manages the UNDO history. The problem b) is solved by introducing additional functionality that can be used to notify the proxy
when the engines change their states. We sketch these solutions below.

In order to solve the problem a), some repository API functions
are hooked by the repository proxy. That is why the API has to be
fixed.
The repository API contains read-only functions (such as functions for traversing the repository) as well as functions that modify
the repository (modificating functions). Modificating functions can
be divided into primitive and non-primitive ones. We assume the
following instance-level functions to be primitive:
• adding/deleting an instance;
• adding/deleting a link between two instances;
• changing the value of some attribute (property).

(We could select also certain metamodel-level routines if the metamodel could be changed at runtime.) It is considered that nonprimitive modificating functions can be implemented by means of
primitive functions. For instance, the function for cascade delete
(that deletes the aggregate with its parts recursively) can be implemented through calls to the function for deleting single instance
and to the function for deleting single link. This allows to handle all
repository changes by considering only primitive functions. Since
engines and transformations use the same API, hooking primitive
functions handles all the changes made in the repository.
When a primitive function is called, the information needed to
undo and also to redo the corresponding operation is being written
into the history. The history consists of transactions. Each transaction contains undo/redo information for several actions. Transactions are started before certain events like “New box” or “New
line” events in the presentation engine.
The solution for the problem b) involves notifying the proxy
about the changes in the states of one or more engines. Each
engine may have several units for which UNDO can be called
independently. We call these units diagrams. For instance, there
may be several open graph diagrams managed by the Presentation
Engine. If the user had changed Diagram A before Diagram B,
then UNDO in Diagram A should not affect Diagram B (unless the
diagrams depend on each other). For each diagram the engine has
to know how to track the changes and to undo them. For instance, in
graph diagrams the coordinates of objects may be saved, and, when
UNDO is called, restored. The issues concerning what the diagram
is and how its states are saved and restored depend on the engine.

For UNDO we are interested not in engines, but in
diagrams that have been changed (since during the same
transaction some diagrams of the same engine may be
changed, and some may be left unchanged). The function
DiagramChanged(DiagramID, CurrentStateID) is used to
notify the proxy about diagram changes. The diagram is being
changed from the previous state to the state CurrentStateID.
DiagramChanged should also be called for each diagram to specify initial states in the beginning. It is assumed that the diagram
change corresponds to the current transaction. Thus, undoing this
transaction will return the diagram to the state before the change.
The list of other UNDO-related functions is presented below
(but without implementation details):
• CreateCheckPoint() — creates a new transaction; should be

called before certain events.
• CanUndo(DiagramID) — returns true iff the last transaction

that modified the given diagram can be undone.
• Undo(DiagramID) — undoes the last transaction where the

•

•
•

•

given diagram has been modified (let’s call this transaction T1 ).
Other transactions may also be undone. For instance, if another
diagram has been modified in T1 and also in transaction T2 ,
where T2 comes after T1 , then T2 also needs to be undone.
Thus, other diagrams may need to change their states as well.
For that reason, Undo returns the list of diagrams and the corresponding states.
CanRedo(DiagramID) — returns true iff there was an undone
transaction where the given diagram has been changed. This
transaction can be redone.
Redo(DiagramID) — acts similar to Undo, but in the opposite
direction.
ClearHistory(DiagramID) — deletes from the history all
the transactions that affected the given diagram. Some other
transactions may also be deleted to keep the history consistent.
ClearAllHistory() — clears all UNDO history.

In fact, functions for creating dependencies between transactions may also be introduced. For instance, the function
ObjectMustExist(ObjectID) may be used to indicate that undoing the transaction where the given object has been created forces
undoing also the current transaction.

5.

Conclusion

The main contribution of the paper is the idea of using several
presentation metamodels with the corresponding engines, where
the connection between all the metamodels (including the domain
metamodel) is ensured by model transformations. The command
queue has been introduced as the way of transferring control between transformations and engines. The basic ideas of the UNDO
implementation have also been presented with the aim to show that
such an implementation is possible. A detailed explanation and
comparison to other approaches for UNDO are subject to further
research.
In this paper, we haven’t addressed the problem of writing
model transformations to be used with TDA. One of the solutions
is to write transformations from scratch each time a new system is
being built. Another solution is to write a universal transformation,
which would handle many typical tasks arising in the tool building
process. A special tool definition metamodel may be introduced,
and the universal transformation may interpret instances of this
metamodel. This research topic is also of our interest.
Some ideas presented in this paper have been successfully implemented in the recent version of transformation-based tool building platform GrTP [9]. There are two presentation engines (the
graph diagram engine and the dialog engine), which communicate

with model transformations by means of commands and events.
Commands are stored in the command queue, and there are cases
when the command queue has to be modified by introducing EOC
command (for instance, when one modal dialog calls another).
The transformation-driven architecture has proved to be powerful
enough to build an experimental tool — an editor for UML class
diagrams with profiles (stereotypes) and other advanced features.
Moreover, a graphical query tool for RDF databases has also been
built using this architecture [17].
It is a well-known fact that the development of presentation
engines is a very time-consuming process. That’s why it is done
only once in our approach. On the contrary, it is relatively easy to
write transformations working with metamodels. And this is the
basic profit we can achieve by means of TDA.
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